Abstract Semantic labelling and instance segmentation are two tasks that require particularly costly annotations. Starting from weak supervision in the form of bounding box detection annotations, we propose to recursively train a convnet such that outputs are improved after each iteration. We explore which aspects affect the recursive training, and which is the most suitable box-guided segmentation to use as initialisation. Our results improve significantly over previously reported ones, even when using rectangles as rough initialisation. Overall, our weak supervision approach reaches ∼ 95% of the quality of the fully supervised model, both for semantic labelling and instance segmentation.
Introduction
Convolutional networks (convnets) have become the de facto technique for pattern recognition problems in computer vision. One of their main strengths is the ability to leverage extensive amount of training data to reach top quality. However, one of their main weaknesses is that they need a large number of training samples to reach top quality. This is usually mitigated by using pre-trained models (e.g. with ∼ 10 6 training samples for ImageNet classification [1] ), but still thousands of samples are needed to shift from the pre-training domain to the application domain. Applications such as semantic labelling (associating each image pixel to a given class) or instance segmentation (grouping all pixels belonging to the same object instance) are very expensive to annotate, and thus significant cost is involved in creating large enough training sets.
Compared to object bounding box annotations pixel-wise mask annotations are far more expansive, requiring ∼ 15× more time [2] . Cheaper and easier to define, box annotations are currently more pervasive than pixel-wise annotations.
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In principle, a large number of box annotations (and images representing the background class) should convey enough information to understand which part of the box content is foreground and which is background. In this paper we explore how much one can close the gap between training a convnet using full supervision for semantic labelling (or instance segmentation) versus using only bounding box annotations.
Our experiments focus on the 20 Pascal classes and show that using only bounding box annotations over the same training set we can reach 95% of the accuracy achievable with full supervision. We show top results for (bounding box) weakly supervised semantic labelling and to the best of our knowledge for the first time report results for weakly supervised instance segmentation.
We view the problem of weak supervision as an issue of input label noise. We explore recursive training as a de-noising strategy, where convnet predictions of the previous training round are used as supervision for the next round. While recursive training on low quality inputs leads to even worse results (drift), we show that bounding box annotations contain sufficient information to avoid drift and obtain significant improvements. We also show that "classic computer vision" techniques for box-guided instance segmentation are a source of surprisingly effective supervision for convnet training.
In summary, our main contributions are: − We explore various factors that influence the quality of recursive training of convnets for semantic labelling (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
− As a side effect of our exploration, we report a comparison of multiple GrabCut-like algorithms on 3 400 Pascal VOC12 boxes (instead of the common 50 images from [3] ) (Section 3.4).
− We report the best known results when training using bounding boxes only, both on Pascal VOC12 only and with external COCO data, reaching comparable quality with the fully supervised regime (Section 3.5).
− We are the first to show that similar results can be achieved for the weakly supervised instance segmentation task (Section 4).
Related work
Semantic labelling. Semantic labelling may be tackled via decision forests [4] or classifiers over hand-crafted superpixel features [5] . However, convnets have proven particularly effective for semantic labelling. A flurry of variants have been proposed recently [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . In this work we use DeepLab [8] as our reference implementation. This network achieves state-of-the-art performance on the Pascal VOC12 semantic segmentation benchmark and the source code is available online.
Almost all these methods include a post-processing step to enforce a spatial continuity prior in the predicted segments, which provides a non-negligible improvement on the results (2 ∼ 5 points). The most popular technique is DenseCRF [13] , but other variants are also considered [14, 15] .
Weakly supervised semantic labelling. In order to keep annotation cost low, recent work has explored different forms of supervision for semantic labelling: image labels [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] , points [21] , scribbles [22] , and bounding boxes [23, 18] . [23, 18, 24] also consider the case where a fraction of images are fully supervised. [22] proposes a framework to handle all these types of annotations.
In this work we focus on box level annotations for semantic labelling of objects. The closest related work are thus [23, 18] . [23] proposes a recursive training schema, where the convnet is trained under supervision of segment object proposals and the updated network in turn improves the segments used for training. [18] proposes an expectation-maximisation algorithm with a bias to enable the network to estimate the foreground regions. We compare to these works in the result sections. Since all implementations use slightly different networks and training procedures, care should be taken during comparison. Compared to [23] our method relies more directly on recursive training (see Section 3). And compared to [18] we consider longer training, explore the effect of recursion, and investigate higher quality input segments (see Section 3.4).
Instance segmentation. In contrast to instance agnostic semantic labelling that groups pixels by object class, instance segmentation groups pixels by object instance and ignores classes.
Object proposals [25, 26] that generate segments (such as [27, 28] ) can be used for instance segmentation. Similarly, given a bounding box (e.g. selected by a detector), GrabCut [3] variants can be used to obtain an instance segmentation (e.g. [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] ).
To enable end-to-end training of detection and segmentation systems, it has been recently proposed to train convnets for the task of instance segmentation [34, 35] . In this work we explore weakly supervised training of an instance segmentation convnet. We use our re-implementation of DeepMask [35] . This network achieves state-of-the-art performance on the segmentation proposal task.
Semantic labelling
Starting form the observation that convnets are quite robust to label noise, our strategy for weakly supervised semantic labelling is to interpret weak supervision as very noisy segment annotations. We iteratively remove part of the label noise by using recursive training over a fixed convnet architecture. In the first round we train a model to convergence using noisy initial inputs (rectangles in Section 3.2, noisy segments in 3.5). We apply the trained model from round t − 1 over the training data, de-noise the network's predictions (see Section 3.2) and use the result as inputs for training model t.
Note that such recursive training can be thought of as an "across class GrabCut", where the convnet serves as the appearance model (and the de-noising between rounds replaces the repeated graphcut inference). A similar recursive training strategy is used in [23] with two key differences: First, our de-noising approach is simpler (does not relies on proposals) and leads to better quality. Second, our de-noising is applied after training until convergence (after each training round), instead of after each epoch as in [23] . The related work of [18] did not consider any recursive training strategy, and we explore different types of initial inputs (in Section 3.4).
Experimental setup
Datasets. In this work we evaluate the proposed methods on the Pascal VOC12 segmentation benchmark [36] . The dataset consists of 20 foreground object classes and one background class. The segmentation part of the VOC12 dataset contains 1 464 training, 1 449 validation and 1 456 test images. Following the previous work [8, 23] we extend the training set with the annotations provided by [37] , resulting in an augmented set of 10 582 training images. Our models are trained using only the training set (even when evaluating over the test set). In some of our experiments, we use additional training images from the COCO [2] dataset. The dataset provides semantic segmentation masks for 80 object classes. We only consider images that contain any of the 20 Pascal classes, and (following [10] ) only objects with bounding box area larger than 200 pixels. After this filtering 99 310 images remain (from training and validation sets), that are added to our training set. When using COCO data, we first pre-train on COCO and then fine-tune over the Pascal VOC12 training set. All of the COCO and Pascal training images come with semantic labelling annotations (for fully supervised case), and bounding box annotations (for weakly supervised case).
Evaluation. We use the "comp6" evaluation protocol. The performance is measured in terms of pixel intersection-over-union averaged across 21 classes (mIoU). Most of our results are shown on the validation set, which we use to guide some of our design choices. Final results are reported on the test set (via the evaluation server) and compared with other state-of-the-art methods.
Implementation details. For all our experiments we use the DeepLab-LargeFOV network, using the same train and test parameters as [8] . The model is initialized from a VGG16 network pre-trained on ImageNet [38] . We use a mini-batch of 30 images for SGD and initial learning rate of 0.001 which is divided by 10 after a 2k/20k iterations (for Pascal/COCO). At test time we apply DenseCRF [13] .
Note that multiple strategies have been considered to boost test time results, such as multi-resolution or model ensembles [8, 11] . Here we keep the approach simple and fixed. In all our experiments we use a fixed training strategy, as well as a fix test time procedure. Across experiments we only change the input training data that the networks gets to see.
Training from rectangles
We start our exploration using a naive strategy. We train a convnet directly on the full extend of bounding box annotations as foreground labels (when two boxes overlap the smaller one is assumed to be on top). Using this supervision and directly applying recursive training leads to significant degradation of the segmentation output quality, diverging far from the performance of the fullysupervised case, see Figure 2 . Box enforcing. We improve the recursive training by de-noising the convnet outputs over the training images to improve labels for the next training round. First, we notice that on the training set the bounding box annotations are available. Any outputs of network outside the boxes are unequivocal errors and thus are set back to the background label. Similarly, since the class annotation is available per box, the probability maps for other classes are set to zero inside each box. Thus inside a box, the model can output either background or the corresponding foreground class (classes when handling overlapping boxes).
Outliers reset. Second, we notice that the network has a tendency to generate severe mistakes. Some annotated boxes will be completely classified as background, or be flooded with a single class. We apply two rules to detect these outlier situations. Rule one, if the IoU between the bounding boxes of the input segment and the annotation is < 50%, the segment is marked as outlier. Rule two only affects box-guided segmentations (discussed in Section 3.4). If the IoU between the segment mask and the annotation rectangle mask is > 98%, the segment is marked as outlier. An outlier segment is reset to the annotation box initial input (a full rectangle in this case, but different in the next sections).
CRF. As it is common practice among semantic labelling methods, we filter the output of the network to better respect the image boundaries. We use DenseCRF [13] with the DeepLab parameters [8] . In our weakly supervised scenario, boundary-aware filtering is particularly useful to drive the different iterations forward. We also experimented with more sophisticated boundary-aware smoothing such as [11, section 5] , [39] and [15] without observing a noticeable improvement.
Results. In Figure 2 all results use a CRF over the validation set output, but not all of them include it when applied over the training set. We see that the naive recursive training is ineffectual. However as soon as some constraints (box enforcing and outliers reset) are enforced, the quality improves dramatically after the first round of recursive training. These results already improve over previous work considering rectangles only input [23, 18] (both using a similar convnet to ours) and achieve 3 points improvement over [18] (from 52.5 to 55.6 mIoU, see Figure 2 "Box enf.+Outliers reset (no CRF)"). Even more, when also adding CRF filtering over the training set, we see a steady grow after each round, stabilizing around 61% mIoU. This number is surprisingly close to the best results obtained using more sophisticated techniques [23] , which achieve around 62% mIoU (see Figure 2 and Table 2 ). The improvement of the segmentation across training rounds is shown in Figure 1 . 
Conclusion.
Our results indicate that recursive training of a convnet is indeed robust to input noise as soon as appropriate care is taken to de-noise the output between rounds. We use the described de-noising procedure in all following experiments.
Oracle cases
Boundary vs interior regions. Section 3.2 shows that recursive training can be robust to noise. One can wonder which region is most important to have noise-free, the object boundary or the interior regions? On the one hand, the hardest part of semantic labelling might be having good boundaries, and the CRF smoothing propagates these towards the interior regions. On the other hand, labelling the bulk of an object might be the hard task (detecting), and propagation towards the border is handled during smoothing. We analyse this question using an oracle case, where altered ground truth segmentation annotations are employed as training data. BR/IR indicates that the boundary/interior region is kept, and the rest is set as background. We adjust the boundary thickness to have similar boundary/interior areas.
Results. Figure 3a shows that if only boundary/interior regions are provided as foreground label (and everything else background), the results are quite poor. If we introduce an ignore label performance increases in both cases significantly (BRi/IRi sets the boundary/interior region to foreground and other one to ignore label). Note that neither ends up reaching the same performance as the fully supervised case (∼ 70% mIoU, see Figure 2 ), indicating that both interior and boundary regions are needed to reach full quality. Figure 3b evaluates the performance on the ground truth segmentation, and on the boundary and interior regions separately. One can see that the model trained on boundary/interior region starts with a better performance on this region, and as the training rounds evolve it progressively improves its lacking domain.
Conclusion. From Figure 3 we conclude that neither boundaries nor interior regions are critical for the recursive training procedure. However, it seems to be important to avoid systematic mistakes (since the network will learn to reproduce them), and using ignore regions is an effective way to mitigate these.
Quality vs recall. As a second set of oracle experiment we evaluate the effect of selecting a subset of the training data based on its quality. We filter out the input samples of two segmentation methods (MCG and GrabCut+, described in Section 3.4), based on their IoU with the ground truth segmentation annotations (IoU > τ , τ ∈ {0.9, 0.7, 0.5}). The higher the IoU threshold τ the more boxes get replaced with ignore label (full rectangle). This allows to explore the trade-off between quality and recall of training data. Results. Figure 4 shows validation set results after two rounds of recursive training. Compared to using all the data from GrabCut+, using higher quality data (IoU > 0.7, ∼ 65% of the training data remains non-ignore) provides a noticeable gain in performance. When the recall drops below 25% (IoU > 0.9), using fewer but better data starts hurting more than it helps. MCG shows a similar trend.
Conclusion.
From the oracle results, we see that there is a clear trade-off between quality and recall. The sweet-spot seems to be high quality with only a small drop in recall.
Box segmentation
Based on previous observations instead of directly using bounding boxes as input (Section 3.2) we propose to employ box-guided instance segmentation to increase quality of the input data. Our goal is to have weak annotations with maximal quality and minimal loss in recall. In Section 3.2 we explored how far could we get with just using boxes as foreground labels. However, to obtain results of higher quality several rounds of recursive training are needed. Starting from less noisier object segments we would like to reach better performance with fewer training rounds. For this purpose we explore different GrabCut-like [3] techniques. In order to avoid systematic mistakes of one particular method and reduce the noise in the produced annotations we propose to use only the consensus between segments given by different techniques. Pixels where two methods agree are set to foreground (of the appropriate class) and, following Section 3.3, pixels with disagreement are set to ignore label. Figure 5 presents examples of the considered weak annotations, the corresponding quantitative results are in Table 1 . For evaluation we use the mean IoU measure (see Section 3.1) as well as pixel accuracy and recall inside bounding boxes. Previous work evaluated using the 50 images from the GrabCut dataset [3] , or 1k images with one salient object [30] . The evaluation of Table 1 compares multiple methods over 3.4k object windows, where the objects are not salient, have diverse sizes and occlusions level. This is a more challenging scenario than usually considered for GrabCut-like methods.
Baselines. As a first baseline we simply fill-in the bounding box annotations with their class annotation. This is the Rectangle method shown in Figure 5b . This approach has 100% recall but also contains many false positive samples. Inspired by [18] and Section 3.3, we consider using the 20% centre area of each annotation and set the rest of the box to ignore. This 20% Bbox approach reaches higher accuracy but lower recall than Rectangle. Our final baseline MCG (inspired by [23] ) uses the MCG [27] object mask proposals. The segment with highest box IoU overlap with the bounding box annotation is used, see Figure 5c . Using MCG provides higher accuracy than Rectangle.
GrabCut variants. GrabCut [3] is the established technique to estimate an object segment from its bounding box (see Figure 5d ). It provides good accuracy compared to the baselines. To further improve its quality we propose to use better pairwise terms. Instead of the typical RGB colour difference the pairwise terms in GrabCut+ are replaced by probability of boundary as generated by HED [40] .
The HED boundary detector is trained on the generic boundaries of BSDS500 [41] . Moving from GrabCut to GrabCut+ brings a 2 points improvement in accuracy, see Figure 5e . We also experimented with other variants such as DenseCut [30] (Figure 5g ) and KGrabCut [32] (Figure 5h ) but did not obtain significant gains. [18] proposed to perform foreground/background segmentation by using DenseCRF and the 20% of the centre area of the bounding box as foreground prior. This approach is denoted 20% Bbox-Seg+CRF in Table 1 and under-performs compared to GrabCut. Table 1 also reports all methods after applying the outlier reset strategy described in Section 3.2. We can see that the outlier reset provides a slim but consistent improvement across all box segmentation methods.
Oracle cases To serve as reference point, we evaluate two oracle cases. MCG segment selected based on the best overlap with the ground truth segment, and GrabCut with pairwise terms based on boundaries from the HED detector trained on ground truth boundaries of Pascal VOC12.
Consensus of segments. To mitigate noise in the input data we explore consensus between segments. We generate ∼ 150 GrabCut+ segments per bounding box by jittering the box coordinates (±5%) as well as the size of the outer background region considered (from 10% to 60%). If the agreement between the segments is higher than 70% the pixel is set to the box object class, if the agreement is less than 20% it is set to background class, otherwise it is marked as ignore. We denote this consensus variant GrabCut++, see Figure 5i . This approach results in higher accuracy with a small drop in recall, see Table 1 . We also explore consensus between segments given by different methods, MCG ∩ Grabcut+ and KGrabcut ∩ Grabcut+. The intersecting pixels are set to the box object class, and the rest of the union to ignore label. MCG ∩ Grabcut+ shows the best accuracy overall while having reasonable recall (given the results of Figure 4 ). See Figure 5j .
Based on these results for the next sections we consider MCG ∩ Grabcut+ as the most promising candidate to obtain top segmentation quality from weak supervision. Table 2 .
Training from segments
Based on the results of Section 3.3 and 3.4, we now explore recursive training segments as input instead of full rectangles (Section 3.2). Unless otherwise specified all experiments are done using the same setup as in Section 3.2. The parameters between training rounds are all identical.
Our main results are shown in Figure 6 and Table 2 (top  part) . These are results obtained using only Pascal VOC12 box annotations (∼ 10k images). We also show in Table 2 (bottom part) and Table 3 results when considering additional bounding boxes from the COCO dataset (∼ 100k additional images), or when using a fraction of Pascal semantic labelling annotations (akin the fully supervised case). We evaluate the same scenarios considered by [23, 18] .
Analysis. The results of Figure 6 , obtained using only bounding boxes from Pascal VOC12, raise two main observations. First, we see that the "20% Bbox" experiment, based on the insights from Sections 3.2 and 3.3, shows surprisingly good performance. After a long enough number of training rounds this setup alone improves over the best previously reported results on this task. Second, we see that when combining MCG ∩ Grabcut+ to provide an input with high accuracy (and ∼ 80% recall), the recursive training does not bring a consistent improvement. With this input already the first round of training reaches an accuracy that is only 3 mIoU percent points below training with full supervision and gives a significant improvement over training with rectangle inputs. Starting from less noisier input data allows to reach better performance with fewer training rounds. Notice that, coincidentally, the results of training with MCG ∩ Grabcut+ are comparable to the oracle case considered in Section 3.3.
As shown in Table 3 training with 10% of Pascal VOC12 semantic labelling annotations does not bring any gain to the performance. This result indicates the high quality of the proposed weak annotations. As shown in Tables 2 (bottom part) and 3 adding more training data allows to further improve results. Using more boxes (from COCO) allows to reach the performance of training with Pascal VOC12 ground truth segmentation annotations. And adding boxes over ground truth data helps to improve over the full supervision with Pascal VOC12 by 1.5 mIoU percent points.
Conclusion.
Our results show that good quality can be reached when the proper balance between accuracy and recall is made in the input. Using long enough recursive training 90% of the full supervision results can be obtained when feeding Table 3 : Semantic labelling results for validation and test set. Our methods only use bounding boxes (from Pascal VOC12 and COCO). Underline indicates full supervision baselines, and bold are our best weakly-and semi-supervised results.
simple rectangles. When higher quality segments are used as input, one training round is enough to reach 95% of the fully-supervised training quality.
Instance segmentation
Complementing the experiments of Section 3, we also explored a second task: weakly supervised instance segmentation. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first reported experiments on this task. As object detection moves forward, there is a need to provide richer output than a simple bounding box around objects. Recently [34, 35] explored training convnets to output a foreground versus background segmentation of an instance inside a given bounding box. Such networks are trained using pixel-wise annotations that distinguish between instances. These annotations are more detailed/expensive than semantic labelling (for the same object classes), and thus there is strong interest in weakly supervised training.
The segments used for the training, as discussed in Section 3.5, are generated starting from individual object bounding boxes. Each segment represents a different object instance and thus can be used directly to train an instance segmentation convnet.
Experimental setup
Our reference network is a re-implementation of DeepMask [35] built on top of Fast-RCNN [42] . In validation experiments our implementation shows comparable results (slightly worse) to the original publications. Since we use the same network in all comparisons, we consider this a fair setup. DeepMask operates by directly regressing an instance segmentation of the central object inside its square input field. As such it only considers location and scale, but ignores aspect ratio information. We compare all methods on the basis of a fixed set of Fast-RCNN detections per image (using MCG proposals [27] ). These are treated as object proposal boxes. The baselines have access to the Fast-RCNN rectangle shaped proposals, while DeepMask only uses the squared box, thus having a slightly more difficult task (this setup is similar to the sliding window model used in [35] ).
For training we use the augmented sets of images from Pascal VOC12 [37, 36] and COCO datasets [2] , the same subset used for experiments in Section 3.2. After training we perform a post-processing step, applying the same DenseCRF as for DeepLab-LargeFOV model (see Section 3.1). We constrain the pixels inside the DeepMask output segment to be foreground and set appropriately the unary terms of DenseCRF. This approach is denoted as DeepMask-CRF.
For evaluation we use the annotations from the validation set of Pascal VOC12 [36] as in Section 3.1. These are detailed annotations that also include instance segmentation information. We want to decouple the instance segmentation task from the object localisation task and thus evaluate instance segmentation using the "average best overlap" metric (ABO) [25] . 
Results
We consider five training-free baselines. Simply filling in the proposal rectangles (boxes) with foreground label, fitting an ellipse inside the box, using the MCG proposal with best bounding box IoU, and using GrabCut or GrabCut+ as described in Section 3.4, initialized from the proposal box. In these experiments only one training round is used (no recursive training).
Analysis. In Table 4 we see that GrabCut+ performs rather well on this task: with 46.4 ABO it is only 4 ABO points behind the fully supervised DeepMask-CRF model trained on Pascal VOC12. In contrast to GrabCut+, DeepMask-CRF is trained with and benefits from additional training data. When moving from 10k training images (Pascal VOC12 only) to 110k (Pascal VOC12 and COCO) the weakly supervised DeepMask-CRF performance improves from 49.6 to 52.4 ABO. Compared to the fully supervised variant, this is a slightly bigger improvement, suggesting that the benefit from more accurate annotations diminish while increasing amount of training data. On both training sets the weakly supervised model performs almost as good as the fully supervised model, lacking 1 ABO point behind. This highlights the quality of weakly supervised segments given by GrabCut+ and the robustness to label noise of convnets. An example of the segmentation result from weakly supervised DeepMask-CRF (V+C) is shown in Figure 8 . Additional example results are presented in the supplementary material.
Conclusion.
Overall we see a similar trend for instance segmentation as for semantic labelling. From only bounding boxes, we generate good enough noisy input segments and are able to train a model that reaches more than 95% of the quality of fully-supervised case.
Conclusion
The series of experiments presented in this paper provide new insights on how to train pixel-labelling convnets from bounding box annotations only. We discussed which ingredients make recursive training tick, and the importance of a good balance between accuracy and recall in the noisy training data. Our results improve over previously reported ones on the semantic labelling task and reach ∼ 95% of the quality of the same network trained on the ground truth segmentation annotations (over the same data). We also report the first results for weakly supervised instance segmentation, where we also reach 95%+ of the quality of the fully-supervised training.
Our current approach exploits existing GrabCut variants. In future work we would like to exploit the class labels of the annotations (closer to co-segmentation), and consider even weaker forms of supervision.
Supplementary material

A Content
This supplementary material provides additional quantitative and qualitative results:
-Section B provides additional results for box-guided input segmentations used as weak supervision for semantic labelling ( Figure 9 and Figure 2 ). -Detailed performance of each class for semantic labelling is reported in Section C (Table 5 ). -Section D provides additional qualitative results for weakly supervised semantic labelling on Pascal VOC12 (Figure 3 ). -Detailed results for instance segmentation of DeepMask-CRF are shown in Section E ( Figure 5 and Figure 4) . In this work instead of directly using bounding boxes as input we propose to employ box-guided instance segmentation to increase quality of the input training data. For this purpose we explore different GrabCutlike techniques [3, 27, 18, 30, 32] . Figure 9 shows the evaluation of the considered in the main paper box-guided segmentation methods (without outlier reset). For evaluation we use the pixel accuracy of the foreground segments for each box versus recall. Figure 9 complements Table 1 in the main paper.
In order to avoid mistakes of one particular method and reduce the noise in the produced annotations we propose to use the consensus between segments given by different techniques, such as MCG ∩ Grabcut+. We consider MCG ∩ Grabcut+ as the most promising candidate to obtain top segmentation quality from weak supervision. Figure 2 presents examples of the considered weak annotations. This figure extends Figure 5 of the main paper.
C Detailed test set results for semantic labelling
In Table 5 , we present more detailed results on the Pascal VOC12 test set for the methods reported in the main paper in Table 2 and Table 3 . Table 5 : Per class semantic labelling results for methods trained using Pascal VOC12 and COCO. Test set results. Bold indicates the best performance with the same supervision and training data. M ∩ G+ denotes the weakly or semi supervised model trained with MCG ∩ Grabcut+.
D Qualitative results for semantic labelling 
